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0 5 Recent Developments in Slngular Integral Equa- 
tion Theory 
Whilst sinlplifying some of the rather complex looking nlanipulations further (see 1211, 1303, 1381, 
1451, 1471, 1601, 1641, 1671, P ~ I ,  1941, [981, [1211,[1281, 11481, ~521 ,  11551, 11671, 11771, 11881, 11961, 
[20O]) constitute a major part of the developments in the tlieory of singular integral equations, 
as far as their methods of solutions are concerned, there lias also been a considerable mount  
of efforts (see 1251, 1321, 1431, 1591, ~ 3 1 ,  PI, 1661, ~ 9 1 ,  11051,11201, 11361, 11491,[1531,11621, 
11641, [173], [192], [202]) to devis  methods by wlrilch systems of singular integral equations can 
also be handled successfully 
It is observed that even though the rrletliods avadable in the complex function tlieory are 
autonlatic clioices, certain elementary and straiglltforward approaches, involving the tlieory of 
functions of just one real variable, produce tlie desired results relatively quickly (see [40], 1411, 
1421, 1441, [48], 11541) and this lias resulted in creating new interests to attack tlie problenls of 
solving either a single sin y l a r  integral equation or a systerrl of sucll equations by stra~ghtforward 
methods avoiding the details of the complex function theory 
The principal rriotive behind taking up the present study has been to develop techniques 
of solvlng singular integral equations relatively quickly avoiding nlaJny detmls unless they are 
needed 
0.6 Plan of the Thesis 
T h e  chapter-wise bifurcation of t h e  thesis is as follows 
The first chapter of the thesis consists of some prelinunary ideas, definitions and results 
most of which is avmlable, in a rather scattered manner, in standard text books as cited in the 
tlBibliographiyll presented at the end of the tlriesis T h ~ s  chapter is expected to make the tliesis 
a self contained one 
Tlie second chapter of the tliesis is devoted to the discussion of a new method, nanrely the 
rrrethod of diagonalizatlon, to solve generalized Abel-type integral equations 
In chapter thee, we have developed the soIution of a general Abel integral equatlon uslng 
the "fractional calculus'' as a tool, for some class of functions 
The fowt t~  chapter consists of teckin~ques for evduatmg Caudly principal value ~ntegrals 
under sufficient general conditions 
Chapter five is concerned with the method of solving singular integral equations involving 
'n' intervals, whereas the szrth chapter deals wltli the solution of a singular integral equation 
arising in the water wave theory 
Chapter seven consists of tlie method of solution of a slngular Integral equation involving 
'n' arcs 
In chapter ezght, we have presented a niodified Simpson's rule for the approximate evaluation 
of Cauchy-type integrals and their utility in finding the approxlniate solutions of Cauchy-type 
singular integral equations 
In the nznth chapter, we have solved Cauchy-type singular integral equations by tlle a d  of 
Abel transforniation and also by the approach of Chakrabarti and Williarris 
The chapter t e n  of the thesis explans the power of Adoniian method to solve a nonl~near 
singular integral equation of Abel-type 
The last Chapter is devoted to explan the utility of the Adonlian metliod to find out the 
solution of extraordinary differential equations of several types 
References axe cited at  the end 
T h e  contents of t h e  thesis have also been  wri t ten out,  in  col laborat~on wi th  Prof  
A Chakrabar t i  in the form of several research papers, t h e  details of which a re  as 
follows 
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5 Solutlon of a Singular Integal Equation involving two arcs 
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6 A new method of approximate solutions of singular integral equations 
(Conmiun~cated to Applied Matherriatlcs Letters, U S A ) 
7 Approxlnlate solution of a Singular Integral Equation of Second kind 
(Conlrnunicated to Applied Mathematics Letters, U S A ) 
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Abstract of the Thesls 
Manly three types of singular integral equations and several extraordinary differential equations 
have been handled for their solutions in the present thesis 
The S~nbwlar Integral Equations of the present study involve both weakly singular as well 
a s  strongly singular kernels The weakly singular integral equation giving rise to sufficiently 
general class of Abel-type integral operators, have been identified and their diagonalization 
have been carried out in a systerrlatic manner, in order to solve such singular integral equations 
Known special cases have been separated out and the power of the method of diagonalization 
is shown Known formulae are recovered as special cases In addition to the above work, a new 
formula for the solution of a general Abel integral equation is derived, and an important special 
case is checked with the known result 
A detmled study has been taken up wlrlicll involves the evaluation of Cauclly principal value 
integrals of certain types, wllicll are more general than the work of Galdlov, and wliicll helps in 
resolving the cases of many singular integral equations of Cauchy-type, as far as their methods 
of solutions are concerned 
By enlploying the operator-inverse of the Cauchy-type singular ~ntegral equation m a single 
finite interval and by using the arguments of mathematical induction, a straightforward nletllod 
of solution is demonstrated for a singular integral equation involving a finite number '~L'(YL.  > 1) 
of disjoint intervals Also, the present nretlr~od avolds the detmls of the function-theoretic 
nlethods that usually strike the mind and such methods already exist in well-known books 
Apart from the above works, using the well-known inverse of the Cauchy singular integrd 
operator on a single interval along with certmn standard results associated with s~ngylar inte- 
pals,  the general solution of a singular Integral equation in a double Interval ansing in the linear 
theory of water waves, whose kernel involves logarritllrruc as well as Cauclly-type singularity has 
been obtmned The solutions are found to agree with the known ones 
In addition to the solution of a strongly singular integral equation involving ' 7~ '  intervals, 
the general solution of a strongly singular integral equation involv~ng 7 ~  arcs 11as been obtained 
by using the well-known inverse of the Caucliy-type ~ntegral operator on a s~ngle arc along with 
certain standard results associated with singular integrals T l ~ e  present nietllod of solut~on is 
straiglitforward and avoids the details of the function theoretic methods 
A new method of approxinlate evaluation of Caucliy-type singular integrals and the utility 
of this idea in deternlining approxiniate solutions of strongly singular integral equations of the 
second kind are discussed Tlie behaviour of the solution a t  the end points of the concerned 
interval of investigation is taken lnto account Tlie method niainly depends on a suitable 
polynonlial approximation of the density function and the approxinlation is based on the nature 
of the forcing tern1 Speclfic examples are taken up, showing clearly the power of the method 
A direct approach involving the use of Abel-type integral operators and their inversions, is 
observed to lead to the solutions of certmn Cauckly-type singular integral equations relatively 
quickly An analysis, wli~cli avoids the use of conlplex function theory and related details, IS 
developed to solve the second k ~ n d  Caucliy-type singular integal equations I t  also takes care 
of the equations of the first kind conipletely The equations of the second kind are treated only 
for constant real coefficients 
Apart from the above works, several extraordinary differential equations are considered for 
their solutions via the deconiposition method of Adonuan Verifications are made witli the 
solutions obtained by other nletllods 
A nonlinear Abel-type singular integral equation IS solved by the decorrlposition rrietllod of 
Adomian 
